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“Has our country ever
tried so hard at an
international function
to appear ‘quaint’ as
at the coronation?”

James NokiseJanetWilson

“National seems to
have done nothing
but frustrate and
irritate the rural vote.”

“This has been a week of
finger-pointing, grandstanding
and politicians accusing each
other, and the media, of talking
about the wrong things.”

AnnaWhyte
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CAPITAL POWER BROKERS
Forget the politicians, the lobbyists
and the pundits, The Post examines
who in Wellington really has the
sway and influence to make

things happen.
❚ Read more, page 4

Rescue mission after MV Shiling left powerless and drifting in heavy seas

Mayday call ship’s fourth strike
Tom Hunt
tom.hunt@stuff.co.nz

Emergency

The MV Shiling container ship, which lost power yesterday, being taken under tow
by the ocean tugboat Skandi Emerald. LOTTIE MCCLOYTURN TO PAGE A2

A 66,000-tonne vessel that broke
down, triggering a large emergency
response off Farewell Spit after leav-
ing port in Wellington, has had
engine problems four times in less
than a year.

Last night, the vessel was under
tow by the ocean-going tugboat
Skandi Emerald and was sitting into
wind where it planned to stay over-
night as high swells eased.

A Maritime NZ Incident

Response Team would continue to
monitor the situation but a decision
was yet to be made about which port
the Shiling would be taken to.

The crew of 24 aboard the
stricken MV Shiling had been pre-
pared to abandon ship as it drifted
powerless and without steering in
heavy seas yesterday.

The ship put an initial request
for help at 8.27am, then issued a
mayday at 11am when it was 22
nautical miles northwest of Fare-
well Spit. The mayday was lifted by
7pm.

Skandi Emerald, which
happened to be in New Zealand,

reached the container ship by
4.30pm after diverting from Tara-
naki.

Conrad Adams from Toitu Fish-
ing was passing the Shiling while it
was being taken under tow.

‘‘We were extremely impressed
how quickly they had the vessel bow
to weather, eliminating any risk of
loss of cargo, contamination or
crew,’’ Adams said from FV Cru-
sader which was en route to Aust-
ralia.

Yesterday’s breakdown and
mayday call off Farewell Spit saw a
Defence Force Hercules sent from
Marlborough and later a P-8A

Poseidon. Wellington police
launched the Lady Elizabeth and
rescue helicopters from Auckland
and Christchurch scrambled to the
site of the listing ship.

The MV Shiling had a miserable
history, with four engine problems
in less than a year.

The Shiling had only just been
cleared to leave Wellington after it
lost power near the Wellington har-
bour heads in April and drifted over
a shallow shoal that, in a low tide, it
would have hit. That time, tug boats
hauled it to dock, though engineers
on board did manage to restore
some power.

After three weeks in Wellington
being repaired, it was cleared to
leave – albeit under strict
instructions to head to Singapore
for repairs. Its planned route to
Singapore took it close to Aust-
ralia’s Great Barrier Reef.

Wellington harbourmaster Grant
Nalder had ordered sea trials to be
conducted in the harbour before the
ship was allowed to proceed down
the channel. But it ran into trouble
off Farewell Spit the next day.

‘‘We were happy to see it go on
the basis it was on a one-way trip to
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